2019 PRE-SEASON TEST
1. A 1/10/B13. From a shotgun formation QB A12 receives the snap, takes about three
short steps backward and throws a pass to A14 who catches the ball at the B11 ½.
He runs to the B1 where he is pushed out-of-bounds. After the snap slotback A5, on
the same side of the field as A14, blocks B7 at the B11 before the pass is thrown and
continues this block past the B5. The Back Judge throws a flag for offensive pass
interference. After a crew conference the Referee announces, “there is no foul for
offensive pass interference, the pass was touched at or behind the line of scrimmage.
The result of the play is a first down.”
Video shows the pass was indeed first
touched by A14 at the B11 ½.
_________________________
2.

A 4/9/A27. From a scrimmage kick formation A80 punts the ball to deep receiver
B3 who catches the ball at the B17. B3 runs to the B33 where he is forced out of
bounds. During the return, B27 delivers a forcible blind side block to the head/neck
area of A39 at the B27. As B3 is running down the sideline he steps out of bounds at
the B26. No flags are thrown on the play and the ball is spotted at the B33 first down
for Team B.
_________________________

3.

A 1/10/B36. QB A7 takes the shotgun snap and drops back to attempt a forward
pass from the B42. B38 is rushing from the right side of the of the position of the
QB and B38 is able to contact A7 just before his passing hand starts forward. This
contact causes A7 to lose control of the ball as his passing motion starts, although the
ball does go forward and hits the ground at the B38. The ball bounces off of the
ground to B97 who recovers it at the B37 and then falls to the ground at the B39.
The Referee rules fumble and signals first down for Team B at the B39.
_________________________

4.

A 3/3/A41. A3, from a shotgun formation, takes the snap and throws a swing pass
to A81 who catches the ball at the A39 and runs to the A46 where he is tackled.
After the snap, A72 blocks B91 high and A68, while A72 is still engaged, blocks
B91 low before the pass is thrown.
_________________________

5.

A 3/9/B22. QB A11 looks downfield for an open receiver and seeing none runs
forward to the B13 where he starts a feet forward slide. Just as he contacts the
ground, B33 lowers his head and forcibly contacts A11 in the head causing A11’s
helmet to come completely off. While A11 was still in the pocket, defensive end
B49 beats the right tackle A58 to the outside and A58 grabs B49 causing his
shoulders to turn. A11 then starts his run up the middle.
_________________________
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6.

A 4/12/A46. QB A14 drops back into the pocket and throw a forward pass toward
wide receiver A86. Defensive back B25 has inside position and both players are
looking back for the ball. As the ball arrives both A86 and B25 have their hands on
each other and B25 has a very slight grab of A86’s jersey. A25 releases the jersey
and
both
leap
for
the
ball
as
the
pass
falls
incomplete.
_________________________

7.

A 3/7/B21. QB A7 takes the snap and throws a forward pass toward wide receiver
A5. The pass falls incomplete. At the snap B3, in press coverage, grabs A5 at the
shoulder level pulling him toward the sideline as A5 attempts to move to the inside.
B3 lets go of A5 just as the pass is thrown.
_________________________

8.

A 4/10/A43. From a scrimmage kick formation A85 punts the ball and it is downed
at the B1 by A24. While the kick was in the air B28 grabbed the left shoulder of A25
and pulled him to the ground at the B37.
_________________________

9.

A 2/10/B39. QB A7 hands the ball to running back A4 who runs up the middle.
Left guard A76 leads the runner through the hole where A76 places his hands on the
shoulders of linebacker B42 and overpowers him to the ground. A4 then avoids
other defenders and runs into the end zone for an apparent touchdown.
_________________________

10. A 4/5/B29. QB A4 takes the deep snap, looks only to his right and throws a pass
toward wide receiver A23. The pass falls incomplete at the B10. While the QB was
in the pocket and looking toward A23, wide receiver A18 on the left side of the
formation, pushes off the defender creating separation.
_________________________

11. A 3/5/A25. QB A1 takes the shotgun snap, moves to his right and throws a pass to
A5 who catches the ball. A5 is immediately tackled at the A25. While the pass is in
the air A2 is running a crossing route underneath the path of A5. Using his right
shoulder B2 contacts A2 hard against A2’s left shoulder causing A2 to come
completely off of the ground. A2 is looking back toward the QB and does not see the
contact coming. A2 lands on the ground on his back.
_________________________
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12. A 2/8/B48. A4 takes the snap, drops back into the pocket to the A42 where he
throws a forward pass to his right. The pass is intended for A32 at the A50 but B9
steps in front of A32 and knocks the ball to the ground. After the pass is released
B90 takes two steps and shoves the QB to the ground.
_________________________
13. A 1/10/A25. QB A15 takes the shotgun snap and runs up the middle to the A30
where he fumbles the ball forward. B21 picks up the loose ball at the A35 and is
tackled at the A28 by A10. As B21 is going to the ground A5 leans forward with his
right shoulder and contacts B21 just as B21 lands completely on the ground.
_________________________
14. A 3/18/B26. QB A11, from a shotgun formation, throws a pass from the B33
toward wide receiver A9 who is on the B1. While the pass is in the air B26 pulled
A9 to the ground at the B1 just before the ball arrived.
_________________________
15. A 3/4/B41. QB A11 takes two-steps backward after receiving the snap in a shotgun
formation and throws a forward pass toward slot-receiver A84. A84 extends his right
hand in an attempt to catch the ball but is unable to do so with the pass falling
incomplete at the B33. As A84 runs his pass route B7 makes a slight move to his
right and contacts A84 with both hands at the B37. At the same time A84 cuts to his
left with his right shoulder contacting B7 causing B7 to go to the ground.
_________________________
16. A 2/8/A28. On the previous play Team A running back A5 runs off-tackle toward
the Team A sideline. As soon as the ball is dead, Team A substitutes for A88. After
both teams are set for the second down play B6 enters the field as a substitute for
B88. B88 is between the numbers and the hash-marks when the ball is snapped.
A27 is tackled at the A25 for a loss of three yards.
_________________________
17. A 3/1/A30. Wide receiver A9 goes downfield to the A35, steps to his left and with
his left shoulder blocks B8 at the A35. He then moves to the A40 where he catches a
forward pass from A11. A9 is pushed out of bounds at the B49.
_________________________
18. A 1/10/A35. From a shotgun formation, A12 takes the snap and fakes a handoff to
A6 who runs into the flat on the right side of the formation. A12 then throws a
forward pass toward wide receiver A15 who is running a deep sideline route. At the
B29, B44 steps in front of A15 and cuts off his route to the ball. The pass falls
incomplete.
__________________________
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19. A FK/A35. As kicker A30 approaches the ball for a deep kick-off A17 and A25
both step across the A35 before the ball is kicked. B8 catches the ball at the B1 and
returns it to the A47 where he is tackled.
_________________________
20. A 2/1/A37. QB A1 takes a direct snap and runs off-tackle to the A42 where he is
tackled. Center A53 initially blocks nose guard B56 but A53 attempts to release the
block B56 grabs A53’s right arm and does allow him to go to the second level.
_________________________
21. A 2/13/B16. From a shotgun formation A7 received the snap and pitched the ball
backward to running back A22. A22 ran to his right and as he neared the sideline
threw a forward pass toward A86 who was in the end zone. B23 tipped the ball and
the pass fell incomplete. As A86 was running his route, he blocked B24 at the B4.
When the pass is released A56 was at the B12.
_________________________
22. A KO/A35. A18 kicks the ball to B30 who fields the ball at the B4 near the
numbers. As B30 is running upfield B41 starts blocking A42 at the B29 and A42
drives B41 back to the B25. As the runner B30 reaches the B25, B41 grabs and pulls
A42 sideways allowing B30 to advance to the B34 where he is tackled.
_________________________
23. A 1/10/B42. A15 takes the snap and hands the ball to A32 who runs past the neutral
zone to the B38 where he is tackled. Left offensive tackle A51 blocks B96 and B96
in trying to get off the block uses his right hand to push A51’s head backward. This
contact with B96’s right hand to the head of A51 is continuous and prolonged.
_________________________
24. A 2/14/A47. QB A10 takes the shotgun snap, takes three steps backward and looks
for an open receiver. Finding none, he scrambles to the B42 where he extends his
right leg forward and goes to his left knee with his left foot under his hip. He does
not demonstrate a classic sliding runner move. After A10’s left knee is on the
ground B90, using his right shoulder and helmet, contacts A10’s back along with
slight contact to A10’s helmet.
_________________________
25. A 2/8/B10. QB A10 takes the shotgun snap and fakes a hand-off to A6. He then
throws a forward pass into the flat that is caught by A4 at the B8. A4 is subsequently
tackled at the B4. A4 was the third receiver from the sideline in a trips formation.
After the ball is snapped the second receiver in the trips formation, A22, goes to the
B4 where blocks B15. This block occurred after the pass was thrown but while the
ball was still in the air.
_________________________
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